
Population Averages 
 

Population averages are a way of expressing an estimate 

for important statistics such as births, deaths, crime, 

marriages etc.  

 
 

Crude Rates 

These are often used by local authorities and governments 

to share such data and allow comparisons of populations of 

various sizes. 

They are expressed as a number per thousand of the 

population 
 

FOMRULA 

Crude rate = number of (births/deaths/...)   X 1000 

     total population 

 
 

Standardised Rates 

Standardized rates take account of the age distribution of 

a population and calculate a weighted average of the crude 

rates per group 
 

To calculate a standardized rate: 

• calculate the crude rates for each age group then, 

• calculate a weighted mean average using 'standard  

population'' data as the weights 

 

FOMRULA 

Standardized Rates = Ʃ (crude rate x standard population) 

       Ʃ standard population  
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For each scenario below, calculate the appropriate crude rate 
 

There were 4350 house crime and 6545 car accidents reported in Dodge 

City. If Dodge city had 20 000 households calculate its crude house crime 

rate. 

 21.75   217.5   32.725   327.25 
 

Last year in Dangerville, which had a population of 18 900, there were 

2835 road traffic accidents. These resulted in 567 deaths. Calculate the 

crude road traffic accident death rate in Dangerville 

 200   3   150   30 
 

The population in Beechfield in 2018 was 21,287. 111 babies were born that 

year and 128 people died. Calculate the crude birth rate. 

 5.21   867.19   6.01   86.72 
 

The population in Oakfield in 2016 was 61,179. 259 babies were born that 

year and 312 people died.  

 128.47   4.23   830.13   5.10 
 

The crude birth rate in Cupston, which had a population of 8000 women of 

child bearing age, was 62. 

How many births were there in Cupston?   ________________ 
 

Altston Town had 84 births late year giving a crude birth rate of 7.7 per 

thousand town residents. 

What was the population of Altson?    ________________ 
 

 

Complete the table below and use the information to calculate 

the standardised absence rate for Triverton Comp 
 

Year 

group 

Number of 

students > 10 

days absence 

Population 
Standard 

Population 

Crude 

Absence 

Rate 

Rate X 

Standard 

Population 

7 47 156 23   

8 56 148 23   

9 102 132 21   

10 78 134 17   

11 52 120 16   

∑ standard population  ∑ (crude rate X 

standard population)  
 

Standardised Absence Rate:       _______________ 
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Solutions 
 

There were 4350 house crime and 6545 car accidents reported in Dodge 

City. If Dodge city had 20 000 households calculate its crude house crime 

rate. 

 21.75   217.5   32.725   327.25 
 

Last year in Dangerville, which had a population of 18 900, there were 

2835 road traffic accidents. These resulted in 567 deaths. Calculate the 

crude road traffic accident death rate in Dangerville 

 200   3   150   30 
 

The population in Beechfield in 2018 was 21,287. 111 babies were born that 

year and 128 people died. Calculate the crude birth rate. 

 5.21   867.19   6.01   86.72 
 

The population in Oakfield in 2016 was 61,179. 259 babies were born that 

year and 312 people died.  

 128.47   4.23   830.13   5.10 
 

The crude birth rate in Cupston, which had a population of 8000 women of 

child bearing age, was 62. 

How many births were there in Cupston?    496   
 

Altston Town had 84 births late year giving a crude birth rate of 7.7 per 

thousand town residents. 

What was the population of Altson?     10909  
 

 

Complete the table below and use the information to calculate 

the standardised absence rate for Triverton Comp 
 

Year 

group 

Number of 

students > 10 

days absence 

Population 
Standard 

Population 

Crude 

Absence 

Rate 

Rate X 

Standard 

Population 

7 47 156 23 301.3 6929.5 

8 56 148 23 378.4 8702.7 

9 102 132 21 772.72 16227.27 

10 78 134 17 582.1 9895.5 

11 52 120 16 433.3 6933.3 

∑ standard population 100 ∑ (crude rate X 

standard population) 48688.3 
 

Standardised Absence Rate:        486.9     . 
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